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Abstract

Full process description and distributed hydrological models are very useful tools in
hydrology as they can be applied in different contexts and for a wide range of aims
such as flood and drought forecasting, water management, prediction of impact on the
hydrologic cycle due to natural and human changes to catchment features in present5

and changing climates. Since they must mimic a variety of physical processes they can
be very complex and with a high degree of parameterization. This complexity can be
increased by the need to relate the state variables to observations in order to allow
data assimilation.

In this work a model, aiming at balancing the need to reproduce the physical pro-10

cesses with the practical goal of avoiding over-parameterization, is presented. The
model is designed to be implemented in different contexts with a special focus on data
scarce environments.

All the main hydrological phenomena are modeled in a distributed way. Mass balance
and energy balance are solved explicitly. Land surface temperature, which is particu-15

larly suited to being extensively observed and assimilated, is an explicit state variable.
An objective performance evaluation, based on both traditional and satellite derived

data, is presented with a specific reference to the application in an Italian catchment.
The model has been calibrated and validated using different data sets on two nested
outlet sections and the capability of the model in reproducing both the stream-flow20

measurements and the land surface temperature retrieved by satellite measurements,
has been investigated.

1 Introduction

Continuous streamflow simulation is of fundamental importance in the support of water
management decisions (e.g. best use of water resources) and civil protection actions25

(e.g. flood and droughts mitigation actions) (Schlosser et al., 1997; Middelkoop et al.,
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2001; Karsten et al., 2002; Bartholomes and Todini, 2005). These are only some ex-
amples of the huge variety of cases where continuous hydrological models have been
applied. The application of models to different problems resulted in the development of
a number of hydrological models, which sometimes showed very different characteris-
tics (e.g. Beven, 1997; Todini and Ciarapica, 2001; Rigon et al., 2006).5

Over recent decades computation capacity has developed exponentially, meanwhile,
due to the progress of earth observation techniques, a large amount of territorial infor-
mation (digital elevation models, land use, soil and vegetation parameters) has become
readily available. As result of this, full process descriptions and distributed hydrological
modeling, assisted by detailed catchment descriptions, has become feasible, leading10

to the improvement in the understanding and representation of both runoff formation
and propagation dynamics (Winchell et al., 1998; Giannoni et al., 2000). Distributed
modeling allows us to understand the role played by space and time rainfall distribu-
tion (Giannoni et al., 2003), by soil and vegetation heterogeneity, and by the drainage
network structure (Downer et al., 2002; Giannoni et al., 2000, 2005).15

Several hydrological models provide a full description of all hydrological processes
so that they can provide a continuous simulation in support of specific tasks such as
long-term water balances and flood forecasting. Some examples starting from the early
1970s can be cited: Sacramento model (Burnash et al., 1973; Burnash 1995), SHE
(Abbott et al., 1986), RIBS (Garrote and Brass, 1995), CASC2D (Julien et al.,1995),20

TOPMODEL (Beven, 1997; Wang et. al., 2006), TOPKAPI (Todini and Ciarapica, 2001),
Geotop (Rigon et al., 2006), MobiDIC (Campo et al., 2006). They can usually work in
different regimes and simulate continuously the spatio-temporal evolution of the state
of the catchment. The advantages of these types of models have been highlighted in
various works (Bartholomes and Todini, 2005; Liu et al., 2005; Castelli et al., 2009).25

The use of models capable of exploiting distributed information has consolidated,
with the penalty of increasing the number of model parameters with the associated
problem of reliably estimating them (Abbott et al., 1986; Beven, 1993; Madsen, 2000;
Anderson et al., 2006).
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Because of the detailed and complete description of the hydrological cycle, these ad-
vanced models are characterized by an abundant number of parameters, which need
a detailed knowledge of the catchment to which they are applied. Some of them, such
as those describing soil physics and land use, have a direct physical meaning, they can
therefore be estimated on the basis of maps of catchment information and geophysi-5

cal cartography; nevertheless, the scale of representation, the detail and the temporal
updating of information often do not match requirements for the reliable estimation
of these parameters. Furthermore, relationships between land information and model
parameters are sometimes indirect and affected by great uncertainty, nullifying, in prac-
tical applications, the benefit of an accurate process description.10

The presence of many parameters, in general, allows modellers to obtain good re-
sults in the calibration phase, because of the adaptation skills of the model; however,
this leads to an increased probability of obtaining similar results with different parame-
ters sets (Beven and Binley, 1992; Beven and Freer, 2001; Savenije, 2001). This limits
the possibility of reliable parameter estimation, hampering the predicting abilities of15

the model. There are two ways to face this issue: develop a parsimonious model or
increase the means of identifying parameters from available data. The design of the
“Continuum” model is based on a combination of the above-mentioned strategies. On
the one hand, special attention is paid to reducing, as much as possible, the parameter-
ization of the physical processes so that land information can be used as a constraint20

to parameters calibration. This results in a simpler calibration, efficiently applicable in
a data scarce environment. On the other hand, the model parsimony has to be com-
patible with the necessity for a detailed description of all the terms of the hydrological
cycle. This results in an increased number of observables in the model state variables,
in order to exploit the potential offered by today’s remote sensing (R.S.).25

In the last decade many advances in satellite data development and analysis for
earth observation have been reached. R.S. provides inputs to the model (e.g. me-
teorological input, catchment description, vegetation characterization) or observation
of the state variables (e.g. soil moisture, land surface temperature). It is therefore a
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concern for new models to include prognostic equations of satellite observables so
that they can be used in the calibration/validation phase, or so that they can be used
as constraints in a Data Assimilation framework (Kumar et al., 2008). Previous studies
(e.g. Winsemius et al., 2006) highlighted the necessity to use remote and/or indepen-
dent data to constrain the model uncertainties and its parameterizations. Clearly, the5

capability of simulating variables that are observable is a critical advantage for complex
models.

The Continuum model aims at an equilibrium between simplicity and rigorous phys-
ical modeling while maintaining comparable performances to existing models; the re-
duced complexity of the schematizations and the relatively small number of parame-10

ters leads to a considerably lower calibration effort, increasing model robustness and
portability to data scarce environments. The resulting increased computational effi-
ciency leads to an easier utilization of the model in ensemble mode so that a direct
quantification of prediction uncertainties is possible.

The article is organized as follows. In chapter two the components of the model are15

presented, chapter three describes the model’s sensitivity analysis, the case study,
as well as the parameters calibration and model’s validation; chapter four contains
discussion and conclusions.

2 Model description

Continuum is a continuous distributed hydrological model that strongly relies on a mor-20

phological approach, based on a novel way for the drainage network components iden-
tification (Giannoni et al., 2005).

The basin is represented using a regular square mesh based on Digital Elevation
Model (DEM), the flow directions are identified on the basis of the directions of max-
imum slope derived by the DEM. The drainage network is represented distinguishing25

between hillslope and channeled flow. Distinction between hillslopes and channels is
made with a filter defined by the expression ASk = C where A is the contributing area
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upslope each cell (l2) and S the local slope (–) (Giannoni et al., 2000). This is able to
describe hydrodynamic and morphological conditions in the channeled network (Gian-
noni et al., 2000). The exponent k (–) is a function of the morphologic environment in
which the network developed and weights the importance between flow accumulation
and slope in determining active channeled flow (Giannoni et al., 2000). In mature mor-5

phological environments k can be set equal to 1.7 (Giannoni et al., 2000, 2003) while
the threshold C can be calibrated following channel routing (Giannoni et al., 2005) and
reproducing topographic independent information like the so called “blue lines”. The
identification of a drainage network and the classification of each cell as a channel or
hillslope are the main concepts that have been maintained from the original model.10

Infiltration and subsurface flow is described using a semi-empirical, but quite de-
tailed, methodology based on a modification of Horton algorithm (Bauer, 1974; Disikin
and Nazimov, 1997) and focuses especially onto exploiting land use information and cli-
matology to set the infiltration parameters (see for details, Gabellani et al., 2008). The
energy balance is based on the so-called “force restore equation” (Dickinson, 1988)15

which balances forcing and restoring terms, with explicit soil surface temperature prog-
nostic computation. The overland runoff is distributed with differentiation between hill-
slope and channel flow. Vegetation interception and water table flow have been also
schematized. The different approaches are detailed in the following paragraphs.

2.1 Overland and channel flow20

The surface flow schematization distinguishes between channel and hillslope flow.
In channels the momentum equation per unit of width is derived from the kinematic
schematization (Wooding, 1965; Todini and Ciarapica, 2001), and it is expressed by
the following equation:

q = uc ·
√
tg(β)·ha (1)25
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where q is the flow per unit of width (l2 t−1), uc is a friction coefficient (l(2−a) t−1), tg(β)
is the surface local slope in channels, h is the depth of the flow in the channel (l). The
exponent a is similar to the Manning’s equation one. In general it varies between 1 and
5/3 (Marchi e Rubatta, 1981). We set a = 1.5 as representative of a mean behaviour.
This choice is also consistent with the Darcy-Weisbach formulation in case of turbulent5

flow (Chow, 1959).
tg(β) is a downstream averaged local slope, evaluated as a mean slope of a branch

of length d ∗ downstream the actual pixel. It is estimated for the i th cell as:

tg(βi ) =
1
d ∗

n∑
j=1

zi − zj
j

(2)

where d ∗ is a reference maximum distance from the analyzed cell that varies around10

1000–2000 m and n = d ∗/∆x where ∆x is the cell size of the DEM (for the application
presented in the following paragraphs ∆x = 100m). zj is the level at a distance j ·∆x
(l). This smoothed slope reduces the impact of local DEM errors and inconsistencies.

The water depth for the i -th cell is evaluated combining the momentum equation and
the mass balance equation (Liu et al., 2005):15

dhi

dt
= Ii −

1
∆x

·uc ·
√
tg(βi )·h1.5

i (3)

where Ii represents the input per unit of area (the sum of runoff, saturation excess and
inflow discharge from upstream) to the grid cell (l t−1).

On the hillslopes the overland flow has a linear equation for the motion:

q = ∆x ·uh ·hi (4)20

where uh parameterizes the main morphologic characteristics of the hillslopes (t−1)
(slope, roughness, etc.). The final schematization collapses into a linear reservoir
model.
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The parameters uh and uc need calibration at basin scale.
In both hillslopes and channels the re-infiltration process is accounted for: the input

to the i th cell must exceed its infiltration capacity, otherwise it infiltrates into the soil.

2.2 Vegetation interception

Interception includes the portion of rainfall that is caught by tree leaves, grass and vege-5

tation cover in general, and is evaporated before it touches the ground. Ponding effects
are also included in this initial abstraction. Interception is modeled by a simple empiri-
cal equation similar to the one used by Rey (1999), Kozak et al. (2007), Zhao (2003),
among others. A maximum retention capacity Sv is introduced, and it is estimated as
a function of the Leaf Area Index (LAI) by the relationship (Kozak et al., 2007):10

Sv = 0.95+0.5 ·LAI−0.06 ·LAI2 (l). (5)

The water in the reservoir with capacity Sv is evaporated at the potential rate without
affecting the infiltration computation; the input is the precipitation (see Fig. 1). The
advantage of using a LAI dependent expression is that the model takes into account
vegetation variability in space and time. LAI is usually updated every 15 days from15

satellite optical sensors data.

2.3 Infiltration and subsurface flow

The infiltration methodology is a modification of the Horton equation (Diskin and Naz-
imov, 1994; Gabellani et al., 2008) based on physically interpretable parameters and
accounts for soil moisture evolution even in condition of intermittent and low-intensity20

rainfall (namely lower than the infiltration capacity of the soil f (t) when the filter is ap-
plied).
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The soil is schematized as a reservoir with capacity Vmax (l) and a selective filter g(t)
(l t−1) manages the inflow:

g(t) = f0 + (f1 − f0) ·
V (t)
Vmax

(6)

where f0 is the initial infiltration rate and f1 is the final infiltration rate considered as
a function of f0 (Mishra and Singh 2003):5

f1 = cff0. (7)

The method proposed by Gabellani et al. (2008) has been further modified by intro-
ducing the field capacity of the soil, defined as the water content that can be held by
capillarity against the force of gravity, as:

Vfc = ctVmax (8)10

with the parameter ct ∈ [0,1]. In this new configuration (see Fig. 1) the dynamic mass-
balance equation for the soil can be written for each cell as:

dV
dt

= g(t)− rp(t) (9)

with:

rp(t) = f1
V (t)−ctVmax

Vmax(1−ct)
. (10)15

The input r1(t) is obtained by the sum of the effective rain (rain depleted by vegetation
interception) and of the upstream overland flow, this allows the model to asses the
re-infiltration. If r1(t) is less than or equal to g(t) there are the first two cases:
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V (t) ≤ ctVmax
dV
dt

= r1(t) (11)

V (t) > ctVmax
dV
dt

= r1(t)− f1
V (t)−ctVmax

Vmax(1−ct)
. (12)

If r1(t) is greater than g(t):

V (t) ≤ ctVmax
dV
dt

= f0 + (f1 − f0) ·
V (t)
Vmax

(13)5

V (t) > ctVmax
dV
dt

= f0 + (f1 − f0) ·
V (t)
Vmax

− f1
V (t)−ctVmax

Vmax(1−ct)
. (14)

The runoff r2(t) is:

r1(t) > g(t) r2(t) = r1(t)−g(t) (15)

r1(t) ≤ g(t) r2(t) = 0. (16)10

The infiltration scheme has four parameters: the initial infiltration rate f0, the maximum
soil retention capacity Vmax, and the parameters to define soil field capacity ct and
final infiltration rate cf. The parameters f0 and Vmax are related to the soil type and
land use through the Curve Number (CN) parameter (Risse et al., 1995). Following15

Gabellani et al. (2008) they can be easily derived by soil use and soil type maps.
ct and cf are calibration parameters and are assumed to be constant for the whole
basin as the pattern of f1 and Vfc is modulated by the pattern of Vmax. If detailed basin
information, soil parameters or other kind of data were available it would be possible to
follow a different approach for f0 and Vmax estimation by obtaining them from physical20

soil attributes.
The percolation rate separates into two components: a contribution to subsurface

flow rHy and one to deep flow rd or recharging water table defined as:

rHy = sinα · rp(t)
rd = (1− sinα) · rp(t)

(17)
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where the angle α is such that tg(α) is the downslope index as in Hjerdt et al. (2004);
sin(α) is a decomposition term that increases with the terrain slope, reproducing the
major proneness of the high slope areas to subsurface flow due to gravity. We decided
to use the downslope index instead of the more commonly used topographic slope
estimated with the local gradient for various reasons: first, it seems to be less sensitive5

than local surface slope to changes in DEM resolution (Hjerdt et al., 2004), second, it
is less affected by local discontinuities and errors of the DEM, and finally, it is able to
capture dominant controls on local drainage regimes, especially in cases where profile
curvature exerts a strong control on the drainage pattern (see Hjerdt et al., 2004 for
details).10

The subsurface flow is propagated between cells following the surface drainage net-
work directions and the soil moisture state of each cell is updated by considering both
the infiltration, estimated by the modified Horton method, and the inflow from the upper
cells. Therefore a cell can reach saturation because of the percolation from upper cells
causing saturation excess (Dunne and Black, 1970).15

The coupling between the infiltration model and the schematization of subsurface
flow is quite simple and it gives a good conceptualization of the physical processes
involved. The small number of calibration parameters confers robustness to the model.
This mass balance approach provides a good representation of the time evolution of
soil moisture spatial patterns.20

In Fig. 1 the sketches of vegetation retention and subsurface flow at cell scale are
presented.

2.4 Deep flow and water table

Several approaches are possible to describe the dynamics of both the deep flow and
the water table, with examples from Darcy’s law applications to conceptual reservoir25

models (Todini and Ciarapica, 2001; Rigon et al., 2006; Campo et al., 2006). How-
ever, it is often difficult to have the data necessary for the correct implementation and
parameterization of water table dynamics (Castelli et al., 2009).
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In Continuum the water table evolution is modeled with a simplified approach, with
the objective of reducing the need for external data and the number of parameters,
but maintaining a physical and distributed description of the process. Above all we are
interested in the water table interaction with soil surface and to its effects on surface
flow and soil moisture spatial pattern.5

The soil is schematized as a unique homogeneous layer above the lower boundary
containing the aquifer. The thickness of this layer is expressed in terms of maximum vol-
ume of water content of the aquifer and it is estimated by following Saulnier et al. (1997)
using the surface slope as a proxy. The maximum water content in every cell (i ) of the
basin is given by:10

VWmi = VWmax · (
tg(αmax)− tg(αi )

tg(αmax)− tg(αmin)
) (18)

where VWmax is the absolute maximum water content of the aquifer on the whole inves-
tigated area; this sets a limit that is basically a calibration parameter (see Fig. 2).

The reservoir is fed with rd (see previous paragraph).
The water table level is then:15

hWi (t) = zi −
VWmi − VWi (t)

η
(19)

where zi is the elevation of the i th cell, η is the soil porosity and VWi (t) the actual water
content.

In the model, the equation is simplified assuming uniform soil porosity so that Eq. (19)
becomes20

hWi (t) = zi − VWmi + VWi (t). (20)

And the effect of porosity is considered as a multiplicative factor in the Darcy equation
used to estimate the flux per unit area between two contiguous cells (i and j ):

qi j =
hWi −hWj

∆x
·Rf · f1i (21)
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where ∆x is the DEM spatial resolution and f1i is the final infiltration rate estimated as
in Eq. (7) and Rf is the above mentioned factor which also takes care of differentiating
the saturated vertical and horizontal conductivity.

Each cell can drain towards all the neighboring cells following the 2-D water table
gradient that depends on the elevation and on the water content of each cell.5

When the water table reaches the surface (VWi (t) = VWmi ), the deep percolation term
in Eq. (17) is inhibited. While the condition VW(t) ∼= 0 is a limit that can only be reached
after a very long and anomalous dry period. This doesn’t mean that in deepest soil
layers there is no water (in particular in flat areas), simply in this context, the model
neglects this contribution.10

The proposed scheme is a quite coarse simplification of the process, but it imple-
ments a distributed interaction between the water table and the subsurface flow and is
proved to efficiently reproduce the base flow far from rainfall events with a parsimonious
parameterization. Only the absolute maximum water content should be estimated and
the ratio between the saturated vertical and horizontal conductivity at catchment scale15

needs to be set.

2.5 Energy balance and evapotranspiration

The representation of surface mass and energy turbulent fluxes requires the solution of
a conservation equation for mass and energy (Deardorff, 1978) driven by temperature
and moisture content. Since the vertical gradient of such variables is quite large, a high-20

resolution multiple layer model would be required to estimate soil surface temperature
and moisture content with accuracy. Such an approach demands substantial amounts
of computing resources to solve the balance equations. An alternative approach makes
use of computationally efficient parameterization of soil heat and moisture flux terms.
Bhumralkar (1975) and Blackadar (1976) independently showed that the heat flux into25

the soil could be parameterized by the sum of a temperature-derivative term and the dif-
ference between ground surface and deep soil temperature. Deardorff (1978) referred
to this approach as the “force-restore” method because the forcing by net radiation is
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modified by a restoring term that contains the deep soil temperature. Lin (1980) demon-
strated that the predicted ground surface temperature by the “force-restore” method
performed well compared with the field-measured temperature. Since then the “force-
restore” method has been widely used in land surface modeling (e.g. Dickinson, 1988;
Dickinson et al., 1993; Noihan and Planton, 1989; Caparrini et al., 2004). The force-5

restore equation essentially reduces the partial differential equation of heat diffusion
into an ordinary differential equation for the ground surface temperature of a soil slab
of thickness δ (Hu and Islam, 1995). Hu and Islam (1995) demonstrated that the force
restore equation is the solution of the heat diffusion equation, with purely sinusoidal
forcing assuming that the thermal properties are constant with depth and the surface10

forcing term is also nearly independent of air temperature and has a strong periodic
behavior in time.

The Continuum model solves a complete and explicit energy balance by using the
force restore approach for land surface temperature (Dickinson, 1988). The conserva-
tion of energy at soil surface is given by:15

G = Rn −H −LE (22)

where Rn is the net radiation, H is the sensible heat flux, LE the latent heat flux and G
the ground flux (all in Et−1 l−2).

The daily cycle of land surface temperature (LST) has the implicit signature of the
energy balance. Maximum amplitudes of LST diurnal cycle are usually reached in the20

presence of bare and dry soil. The presence of moisture on the surface and in the
subsurface soil greatly moderates the daily range of LST. The vegetation cover has
a similar effect. The force restore approach leads to the following equation for LST:

dLST
dt

= 2 ·
√
πω

(
Rn −H −LE

φ

)
−2π$ · (LST− Tdeep) (23)

where φ (E l−2 T−1 t−(1/2)) is the effective thermal inertia and Tdeep (T) is a “restoring”25

deep ground temperature. Tdeep is evaluated by filtering data for air temperature at
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ground level (Caparrini et al., 2003, Caparrini and Castelli, 2004). Thermal inertia is
a function of conductivity, density and specific heat capacity of soil and it is evaluated
with the following equation:

φ =
√
Csoil ·Ksoil (24)

where Csoil (ET−1l−3) is the soil heat capacity and Ksoil (Et−1 l−1 T−1) is the soil thermal5

conductivity. Both the terms depend on the soil characteristics and they are estimated
as proposed in Peters et al. (1997). Csoil and Ksoil also depend on soil saturation degree
θ consequently they vary in time.

The turbulent sensible heat flux is estimated using a bulk transfer approach based
on bulk transfer formula (Deardoff, 1968):10

H = ρ ·cp air ·CH ·U · (LST− Ta) (25)

where cp air (Em−1 T−1) is the specific heat of air, ρ (ml−3) the air density, CH (–) the bulk

transfer coefficient for heat, U (l t−1) is the wind velocity and Ta (T) is the air temperature
at reference elevation.

The latent heat flux is defined as:15

LE = ρ · λLE ·CE ·U ·βf · (e∗
s −ea) ·0.622 · 1

P
(26)

where λLE (Em−1) is the latent heat of vaporization, (e∗
s −ea) (mt−2 l−1) the difference

in vapor pressure between the surface (at saturation) and air at reference elevation, CE
(–) is the bulk transfer coefficient for moisture, βf (–) is a coefficient proportional to the
first soil layer saturation degree as described in Castelli (1995) and P (mt−2 l−1) is the20

atmospheric pressure.
The bulk transfer coefficient for heat and moisture can be estimated using empirical

formulations (Deardoff, 1968) or could be yield by other models (Caparrini and Castelli,
2004). CH (–) effectively represents the role of vegetation in the energy balance.
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The choice of the so-called “force-restore” equation for LST dynamics is based on
the fact that it can be numerically implemented with a limited effort. Furthermore the
equation input variables are commonly observed by ground based micrometeorological
networks. Since remote sensors can estimate LST the explicit description of its dynam-
ics allows Continuum to be used in a data assimilation framework. The soil parameters5

used in the estimation of the thermal inertia, usually constant at basin scale, can be
estimated by a data assimilation process, or related to soil type (Peters et al., 1997)
when reliable maps are available.

In Continuum the evapotranspiration ET (ms−1) is estimated as:

ET =
LE

ρw · λLE
(27)10

where ρw (ml−3) is the water density. ET is deducted from the subsurface reservoir
V (t).

2.6 Model summary

In summary, Continuum is a distributed model based on a space-filling representation
of the network, directly derived from a DEM. The DEM resolution coincides with the15

model resolution. The mass and energy balances are solved at cell scale referring
to the schematizations of subsurface flow, deep flow and vegetation interception. The
overland and channel flow are described by a linear and a non-linear tank schematiza-
tion, respectively.

Figure 3 is a sketch of the Continuum structure. Two consecutive cells are considered20

to highlight the interaction between the single modules.
Continuum can work with different time steps (∆tm), generally smaller than 1 day.

Time steps, in the range between 10 min to 1 h, are appropriate when the objective
is a flood simulation, and they are consistent with commonly available meteorologi-
cal data. The overland and channel flow module works with a time step (∆ts) that is25
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smaller than ∆tm because of problems of numerical stability and it depends on the
DEM resolution.

The main characteristics of the presented model and its advantages with respect to
most of the existing models can be summarized as follows:

– a reduced number of land data is needed for the implementation (DEM and CN5

maps are the essential information needed);

– there are a reduced number of calibration parameters reducing the problem of
parameter evaluation, most of the parameters can be evaluated by means of in-
dependent information (e.g. morphologic information, climatic information, soil in-
formation) without using input-output time series;10

– the capability of exploiting the possibilities offered by remote sensing (e.g. satellite
data, better clarified in the following sections) smoothing the problem of equifinal-
ity by increasing the model’s constraints;

– the capability of modeling a large number of state variables, similarly to more
complex models.15

Six model parameters need calibration on the basis of input-output time series: cf, ct,
uh, uc, Rf, VWmax (see Table 1). The first two parameters cf, and ct mainly rule the
generation of runoff and the movement of water in the different soil layers, while uh and
uc control the surface water motion, VWmax represents the maximum storage capacity of
the aquifer and Rf summarizes the effect of soil porosity as well as of the ratio between20

vertical and horizontal saturated soil conductivity.
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3 Case study: Orba watershed

3.1 Watershed description

The model has been tested on the Orba basin located in the southern part of the
Piemonte region in the Apennine (see Fig. 4). The Orba River originates from Mt. Reixa
(1183 m a.s.l.) in the Beigua Massif and it flows into the Bormida River, a tributary of the5

Tanaro River, before it reaches the town of Alessandria. Three main morphological ar-
eas can be identified: a mountain part characterized by very steep sub-catchments with
a very deep river bed, a mild part with an average slope of 1 %, and finally the alluvial
part characterized by very small slope values. The Orba River has mainly a torrential
regime with recurrent flash floods during the autumnal and spring rainfall seasons and10

very low flows during summer. The Orba mean annual flow in correspondence of the
confluence with Bormida River is around 20 m3 s−1.

3.2 Dataset

The micrometeorological networks of Liguria and Piemonte Italian Regions provide
meteorological inputs. In the Orba basin there are 31 rain gauges, 27 thermometers, 615

hygrometers, 4 radiometers (shortwave) and 4 anemometers. The temporal resolution
of the observations is one hour. This latter is also the temporal resolution used in the
model application (∆tm = 1h). The overland and channel flow module uses ∆ts = 30s.

Observations from two nested stage discharge gauges, with reliable and constantly
updated discharge rating curves, are used for model calibration and validation (Fig. 4).20

The Tiglieto station (75 km2) is located in the upper part of the basin, characterized by
a mountainous morphology with high slopes, and a high percentage of the territory is
covered by forest. The Casalcermelli station drains an area of 800 km2 and it is placed
in the final part of the basin in a quite flat environment. This allows for the testing of the
model on different spatial and temporal scales over the same basin.25
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Two different periods have been simulated: the calibration period starts from 1 June
2006 and ends on 31 December 2006, while the validation period starts from 1 June
2009 and ends on 31 December 2009. No significant snowfall and accumulation were
observed during both periods.

DEM and CN maps with spatial resolution equal to 100 m are available for the basin.5

∆x = 100m is assumed as the model grid size. LAI maps have been produced with
temporal update of fifteen days as averaged values of daily maps obtained by Meteosat
Second Generation. The LAI product is based on the information provided by the three
short-wave channels of MSG-SEVIRI (VIS 0.6 µm, NIR 0.8 µm, SWIR 1.6 µm), which
are used to derive the fractional vegetation cover (FVC) product (EUMETSAT, 2008).10

The spatial resolution is about 0.04◦ (about 4.5 km). The time resolution of MSG allows
us to have cloud free estimations of LAI on the area.

3.3 Sensitivity of calibration parameters

A set of simulations has been carried out to evaluate the effects on the simulated
hydrographs of the calibration parameters shown in Table 1.15

The parameters uc and uh impact the water flow on the surface. High values of these
two parameters lead to narrow and highly peaked hydrographs. uh has influence on
the general shape of the hydrograph while uc has an increasing influence with the
increasing length of the channeled paths (e.g. large/elongated basins), it modifies the
peak flow value as well as the peak arrival time.20

The sensitivity analysis of parameters uh and uc has been made considering a short
period of simulation (16 to 18 August 2006) since they influence directly the overland
flow. The first subplot of Fig. 5 shows that uh has a considerable influence on both the
Tiglieto and Casalcermelli outlets. The peak values and the hydrographs shape have
quite a large range of variation, while peak times are not significantly affected by this25

parameter.
The second subplot of Fig. 5 shows the influence of uc. It mainly affects the shape

and the peak times on the Casalcermelli outlet section while hydrographs of the Tiglieto
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outlet shows negligible differences. Note that Casalcermelli has a drainage area that is
one order of magnitude larger in respect to Tiglieto.

The parameter ct is related to the soil field capacity and defines the fraction of water
volume in the soil not available for percolation and subsurface flow. It has an impact on
the dynamics of soil saturation between rain events: higher values of ct reduce the soil5

drying time scale especially during the cold season, with consequent higher runoff
coefficients for single rainfall events. However, the subsurface flow tends to vanish
rapidly because water level drops easily under the field capacity.

The parameter cf controls both the velocity of subsurface flow and the dynamics of
saturation of the single cells. Low values of cf (i.e. low values saturated hydraulic con-10

ductivity) tend to cause the rapid saturation during rainfall events associated with slow
subsurface flow increasing runoff production. Higher values of cf produce a rapid sub-
surface flow with saturated areas that quickly concentrate along the drainage network.

Considering the common values for soil field capacity and soil hydraulic conductivity
(Maidment, 1992; Dingman 1994) reasonable ranges for ct and cf are 0.2 < ct < 0.615

and 0.01 < cf < 0.1.
The combination of the two soil parameters ct and cf controls the distribution of

the volumes of soil and surface water in space and time and it impacts soil humidity
propagation. ct and cf influence the mass balance over long periods and regulate the
exchanges between subsurface flow and runoff. We tested their influence simulating all20

the calibration period and analyzing the changes of the hydrographs for the last flood
event; the figures cover the period between 7 and 10 December 2006. The third and
fourth panels in Fig. 5 show how they affect the tails of the hydrographs and the values
of peak flows. The effect of the combination of these two parameters is quite complex
and it is only partially represented in the figures, they must be calibrated over long25

periods of time, using at best, external soil information when available.
The parameter Rf regulates the response of the deep flow and mainly influences low

flow regimes while for larger basins it also affects high discharges. In Fig. 6 the period
between 14 and 17 September 2006 is shown. The effects of Rf on the Tiglieto outlet
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are negligible during the flood while the influence on low flows is more relevant for both
the outlet sections.

Particular remarks need to be made about VWmax: a measure of the capacity of the
basin for storing water in its aquifer and deep soil layer.

It is not easy to define a value for VWmax that reproduces a correct or realistic distri-5

bution of the deep soil layer water storage throughout the basin due to the fact that this
distribution is hard to observe. Tests made using different values of VWmax in a physi-
cally acceptable range and starting from the same initial condition show that the model
has low sensitivity to this parameter when the period of simulation covers between
6–12 months. This is related to the slow temporal dynamic of the water table. If data10

series for very long simulations (many years) are available the parameter VWmax can be
re-calibrated and adjusted.

In the adopted scheme the initialization of the related state variable VW(t) is more
important than its upper limit. In fact, practice demonstrates that the definition of the
water table initial condition VW(t = 0) evidently influences simulated discharge. A rea-15

sonable initial condition produces a rapid stabilization of the water table with dynamics
driven by the water input from upper soil layer. Two considerations are made in order to
define these: (i) in correspondence of the drainage network the water table is generally
next to soil surface because it is continuously recharged by the upstream portions of
catchment, (ii) the mountainous parts of the water table receive reduced contribution20

because they drain small areas and are characterized by high gradients and here the
water table has lower levels. Based on these considerations water table initial condi-
tions are set as follows.
VW(t = 0) in correspondence of channels is set close to VWmax. In the hillslopes the

level of VW(t = 0) is estimated supposing it inversely proportional to the downslope25

index α (Hjerdt et al., 2004).
All state variables need initial conditions but the sensitivity to this critical condition is

reduced in a shorter warm-up period than for VWmax.
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All these simulations highlighted another important feature of the model. Because
of its internal structure it is possible to map different processes, and therefore different
parts of the hydrograph, onto the parameters, so that different parts of the hydrograph’s
time series can be used separately to better identify model parameter values. Further
analysis is needed to show sensitivity to spatial and temporal resolution. In addition5

a more detailed parameter uncertainty analysis will be carried out in a more specific
work.

3.4 Calibration

The data set collected for the period 1 June to 31 December 2006 is particularly suit-
able for calibration under different hydrological conditions as it contains a range of sig-10

nificant floods and a preceding drought period. Runs of the model have been carried
out for the whole year 2006, but the first five months are considered as model start up.
This is to ensure that the initial conditions do not affect the results; in the Mediterranean
climate the soil moisture and water table level at the beginning of the year are strongly
related to the rain events that occurred during the previous autumn.15

The first part of the calibration period is quite dry with an absence of precipitation
for more than two months. A very intense and persistent event started on 16 August
2006 and lasted about 10 h with peak rainfall intensities larger than 70 mmh−1. On 14
September 2006 another intense event with a 24 h duration and considerable rainfall
accumulation took place.20

For the calibration period we referred to empirical formulations that use wind speed
and air temperature data to estimate the bulk transfer coefficient for heat and moisture
(Deardoff, 1968). They do not account for vegetation variability.

Several skill estimators are considered in order to evaluate the performance of Con-
tinuum: Nash and Sutcliffe (1970), Chiew and McMahon (1994), correlation coefficient25

(CORR), root mean square error (RMSE) and percentage error on six flood events in
the period. The first three estimators assume the value 1 if observation and simula-
tion match 100 % while the other estimators tend to be 0 for a perfect simulation. The
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parameters have been calibrated in order to maximize the Nash Sutcliffe coefficient,
which is one of the most commonly used skill estimators in hydrology to compare ob-
served and simulated hydrographs (Legates and McCabe, 1999).
VWmax has not been considered for calibration, it has been set to the value VWmax =

1500mm.5

The calibration has been performed in two steps. Initially, to reduce their range of
variation, the two overland flow parameters have been calibrated on a short time period
(16 to 18 August 2006). The errors on peak flow and on peak time on both the outlet
sections have been minimized. Finally, a global calibration has been made including the
three soil parameters ct, cf and Rf maximizing the Nash Sutcliffe coefficient. Table 210

reports the set of parameters obtained by the calibration procedure.
Table 3 shows the skill estimators calculated for the entire simulation; Table 4 reports

the percentage errors on peaks flow (PPE) for the two outlet sections, Tiglieto and
Casalcermelli.

Figures 7 and 8 report the simulated hydrographs compared with observations, we15

plot the entire simulation and the four most important events that occurred during the
calibration period. The skill estimators’ values synthesize the good performance of the
model for both outlets and Figs. 7 and 8 highlight the capability of the model in repro-
ducing the observed hydrographs in different discharge regimes.

3.5 Validation20

Validation has been carried out during the period from 1 June 2009 to 31 December
2009. During the summer only a few precipitations occurred with negligible ground
effects. Consistent rainfall events started in October and the most relevant occurred in
November and December. Similarly to what was done for the model calibration a warm
up period of five months has been considered and the simulation started 1 January25

2009.
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Continuum describes spatial and time evolution of LST by modeling the energy bal-
ance with a force restore approach as an approximation of the equation of heat diffusion
in the soil.

The bulk transfer coefficient for heat CH used in the energy balance equations is in
general estimable by using empirical expressions which depend on wind speed, pres-5

sure and on vegetation characteristics that define the neutral transfer coefficient CHN.
The vegetation parameterization is often derived by literature values and it is consid-
ered constant in space and time because of the difficulty of evaluation in a real context.
By using proper models that describe the vegetation and soil interaction with the at-
mosphere, it is possible to produce a more detailed CHN estimation, that takes into10

account the vegetation spatial distribution and its seasonal variability. In this work the
CHN estimation is carried out using a variational assimilation scheme as described in
Caparrini and Castelli (2004); maps of CHN are produced every fifteen days for the en-
tire validation period. The application of this model has been possible for the validation
period only.15

3.5.1 Streamflow validation

Table 5 reports the skill estimators for the whole validation period while Table 6 reports
the percentage errors of the peaks of the main flood events.

Skill estimators assume similar or better values during validation period respect to
the calibration period; this indicates the robustness of the model. Figures 9 and 10 re-20

port the simulated hydrographs compared with observations for the two outlet sections,
as can be seen the model reproduces well the observed discharges. In particular, dur-
ing the most important flood events, Continuum simulates the shape of the hydrograph
the peak flows and the peak times surprisingly well.
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3.5.2 Land surface temperature analysis

The LST estimated by Continuum have been compared with LST retrieved by satellite
measurements. The database of LST estimations provided by LAND SAT application
facility (SAF) of EUMETSAT has been used (EUMETSAT, 2009), land surface temper-
ature estimations are available every fifteen minutes with a spatial resolution of about5

0.04◦. Data are available for the validation period only. The retrieval of LST (Freitas
et al., 2010) is based on clear-sky measurements from the MSG system in the ther-
mal infrared window (MSG/SEVIRI channels IR108 and IR120). The analysis has been
carried out for the period 1 June 2009 to 31 December 2009.

Due to the complex topography of the Orba basin, the LST satellite estimates can not10

be directly compared to model outputs because of the following problems: (i) the geo-
referencing of model pixels and satellite pixels, (ii) the shadowing due to the presence
of the mountains (iii) the variation of the satellite viewing angle for the different detected
areas, (iv) the different spatial resolution (Satellite estimates spatial resolution is about
4.5 km while model output is about 0.1 km). A land application model (Fabio Castelli,15

personal communication, 2009) that projects the radiance obtained from the model
(obtained from the simulated LST) to the same geometry of the satellite observations
solve these 4 cited issues. The land application model produces a correlation matrix
that weights the model radiance to estimate the portion of energy of each model pixel
that contributes to the energy of the satellite pixel. The application of the land surface20

model can be formalized as:

εo ·LST
4

o = M ·
(
εm ·LST

4

m

)
(28)

where M is a matrix operator that weights the model output and maps it on the same
grid of satellite data. εm and εo are the model and the satellite thermal emissivity, LSTm
and LSTo are the modeled and the satellite estimates land surface temperatures. The25

model assumes a constant εm, and εo is estimated as the mean thermal emissivity of
the two sensor channels used for LST-SAF retrieval.
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We compared the basin mean LST and the LST of three selected pixels. The three
pixels have been chosen from different areas of the basin to investigate the model
behavior in different environments. One pixel is in the mountainous part of the basin
(we name it Mountain Pixel), one is in the mid part (we name it Hill Pixel) and one is
near the outlet section in the flood plain (we name it Flat Pixel).5

Four skill estimators have been used to evaluate the performances of the model: the
mean bias (BIAS), the root mean square error (RMSE), the mean absolute error (MAE)
and the correlation coefficient (CORR).

Figures 11–14 report the scatter plot of satellite estimates and simulated LST for the
mean basin comparison and for the pixels analysis.10

The model slightly overestimates the LST during some periods of the warm season
(Figs. 15 and 16), while slightly underestimates LST during the cold season, in par-
ticular during the central hours of the day. This behavior could be related to a slight
overestimation of the model soil thermal inertia.

However, the general trends and diurnal cycle amplitude are well reproduced and15

the skill estimators’ evidence shows quite a good performance (see Table 7); BIAS,
RMSE, and MAE are quite small, while CORR is next to 1. The root mean square
error of satellite LST estimation with respect to in situ measurements is about 2–3 ◦C
(Freitas et al., 2010). The model reproduces well the trend and the daily periodicity of
LST, Figs. 15 and 16.20

Figure 17 shows satellite estimates and simulated LST plotted with the mean incom-
ing solar radiation at basin scale for a period of a few days. The LST is strongly related
to the radiation and the model is able to correctly reproduce the rapid changes in LST
due to solar radiation variations.

The soil humidity is a factor that influences the thermal inertia and, as a conse-25

quence, the LST. We noted that, for example, the simulated LST overestimates the
satellite estimates during a dry period at the beginning of summer (June–July), where
Continuum produces very low values of soil humidity at basin scale. This can be related
to the fact that AE and CORR are similar for all the target areas (Table 7), while BIAS
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is higher and positive on Mountain Pixel where Continuum tends to dry the soil quickly
because of the percolation and the soil humidity propagation. This behavior becomes
evident in Fig. 18 that depicts the RMSE map of LST distributed in the catchment lay-
ered over the DEM relief. RMSE high values tend to concentrate in mountainous areas.
Another interpretation of this result is that in such areas the variance of LST is higher5

due to altitude variation and this influences the statistics when aggregated at the MSG
pixel size. However, we can deduce that a better LST simulation could be obtained by
varying model parameters so as to obtain a different soil humidity distribution. Further
analysis is needed to verify this hypothesis and it was not carried out in this study. It is,
however, interesting to note that LST could be actually an additional constraint in the10

calibration phase.

4 Discussion and conclusions

The article describes a distributed and continuous hydrological model that balances the
necessity for a complete description of hydrological cycle with a simple and versatile
structure resulting in a small number of parameters. It has been designed for a variety15

of purposes: flood forecast and simulation, water resource management and droughts.
The model is able to reproduce the spatial-temporal evolution of soil moisture, energy
fluxes, surface soil temperature and evapotranspiration, moreover it can account for
seasonal vegetation variability in terms of interception and evaporation. Deep flow and
water table evolution are modeled with a simple scheme that reproduces the main20

physical characteristics of the process and a distributed interaction between water table
and soil surface with a low level of parameterization.

The model has been conceived to be a compromise between models with a strong
empirical connotation, which are easy to implement but far from reality, and complex
physically based models which try to reproduce the hydrological processes with high25

detail but which introduce a hard parameterization and consequent uncertainty and
lack of robust parameters identification.
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The introduction of the so-called “force restore” equation for the surface energy bal-
ance, allows the LST estimation and makes the model feasible to exploit remote sens-
ing data. These latter can be used for calibration or, more appropriately, in a data
assimilation framework.

Referring to already tested calibration methodologies (Gabellani et al., 2008) and5

making some basic assumptions, the calibration task can be reduced to just six pa-
rameters at catchment scale. Consequently, the parameter space is really small for
a distributed continuous model, and Continuum can be implemented with easily acces-
sible data and territorial information (digital elevation model, basic soil and vegetation
parameters).10

If more detailed territorial information is available the parameterization methodology
can be approached reducing the number of assumptions and linking the parameters
more tightly to territorial characteristics.

The sensitivity analysis has been carried out on five parameters: two parameters
regulate the overland flow, the shape of the hydrograph and response time, two pa-15

rameters are related to the soil characteristics and affects infiltration and relative soil
humidity, and one parameter that takes into account soil porosity and the ratio between
vertical and horizontal saturated soil conductivity.

Calibration and validation have been carried out on different periods with reference to
two different outlet sections of Orba basin, with different characteristics in terms of soil20

use, slope and response time. The model produces good results in terms of discharge
for both outlet sections.

Model initialization is a hard issue and influences the simulation for quite a long
period; in particular the definition of initial water table level is a sensitive challenge.
The ideal situation is to extend as far as possible the warm-up period, including a long25

period without rainfall events. The water table initialization methodology here is based
on a possible spatial distribution of water table that exploits morphological constraints
(Hjerdt et al., 2004). The method tends to reduce the influence in time of the initial
state on discharge simulation as demonstrated in the analysis. For both calibration
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and validation, the starting time of the simulations has been chosen about five months
before the beginning of the period of analysis.

Further validation analysis has been carried out comparing LST estimated by the
model and satellite measurements at both pixel and basin scale. The results provide
evidence that Continuum reliably models the LST dynamics at various temporal scales,5

with some periods of overestimation, particularly during the warmer hours of summer.
During the cold season the modeled LST has a lower variability respect to the satellite
estimates, but here the percentage of reliable data is quite scarce because of the more
frequent cloud covering, and this makes more uncertain the comparison.

The LST comparison showed potential for additional constraints to be used in the10

calibration phase or to be exploited in a more comprehensive assimilation framework.
The distributed nature of the LST in comparison to traditional calibration time series
(e.g. discharge data series) would add important information for a better estimation of
state variables and parameter patterns.

The approach followed in the design of Continuum proposes to concentrate the ef-15

forts in augmenting the number of state variables that are predicted by the model and
those that are also observables by using classical or remote instruments of measure.
Specific attention is paid to distributed variables (e.g. LST fields) which offer very dif-
ferent information when compared to integral measures (e.g. discharge time series).
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Table 1. Summary of the model parameters that need calibration with their brief description.

Parameter Description

uh (s−1) Flow motion coefficient in hillslopes
uc (m0.5 s−1) Friction coefficient in channels
cf (–) Defines the infiltration capacity at saturation
ct (–) Defines the mean field capacity
Rf (–) Related to anisotropy between the vertical and

horizontal saturated conductivity, and to soil porosity
VWmax (mm) Maximum water capacity of the aquifer on the

whole investigated area
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Table 2. Set of parameters obtained by the calibration.

Parameter Rf (–) cf (–) ct (–) uh (s−1) uc (m0.5 s−1)

Calibrated value 1 0.02 0.52 5×10−2 29
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Table 3. Values of skill estimators for the whole calibration period.

Outlet Section RMSE (m3 s−1) Nash Sutcliffe (–) Chiew and McMahon (–) CORR (–)

Casalcermelli 1.84 0.89 0.85 0.95
Tiglieto 1.62 0.70 0.76 0.90
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Table 4. Values of percentage error for the peak flows (PPE) of the main events occurred during
the calibration.

Event Date Casalcermelli Tiglieto
PPE (%) PPE (%)

16 Aug 2006 27 7
14 Sep 2006 8 13
25 Sep 2006 −2.3 −17
23 Oct 2006 41 4
17 Nov 2006 −40 −42
9 Dec 2006 −26 2
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Table 5. Values of skill estimators for the whole validation period.

Outlet Section RMSE (m3 s−1) Nash Sutcliffe (–) Chiew and McMahon (–) CORR (–)

Casalcermelli 1.06 0.91 0.89 0.96
Tiglieto 0.83 0.80 0.83 0.91
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Table 6. Values of percentage error for the peak flows (PPE) of the main events occurred during
the validation period.

Event date Casalcermelli Tiglieto
PPE (%) PPE (%)

9 Oct 2009 78 21
2 Nov 2009 48 21
8 Nov 2009 −12 20
30 Nov 2009 −10 −15
24 Dec 2009 −25 −11
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Table 7. Comparison of satellite estimates and simulated LST. Values of the skill estimators for
the period: mean bias (BIAS), root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (AE) and
correlation coefficient (CORR).

Target Area RMSE (◦C) BIAS (◦C) MAE (◦C) CORR (–)

Basin 3.69 0.24 2.27 0.96
Mountain pixel 5.53 2.09 2.88 0.94
Hill pixel 2.01 0.74 2.65 0.96
Flat pixel 2.94 1.08 2.24 0.96
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8 FIGURES 2 

 3 

Figure 1: Sketches of vegetation retention and subsurface flow at cell scale. Sv is the capacity of the 4 

vegetation reservoir, Vmax is the capacity of the soil reservoir, V is the actual water volume in the soil 5 

and ct Vmax the field capacity of the soil. 6 

 7 

Fig. 1. Sketches of vegetation retention and subsurface flow at cell scale. Sv is the capacity of
the vegetation reservoir, Vmax is the capacity of the soil reservoir, V is the actual water volume
in the soil and ctVmax the field capacity of the soil.
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Fig. 2. Sketch of water table flow. As an example two consecutive cells have been considered.
The flow is calculated using the water table gradient between the cells. rd is the deep flow, VW
is the water table actual water content, VWm is the water table maximum water content, hW is
the absolute level of water table, hb is the absolute level of impermeable soil layer, Rf a model
parameter and ∆x the model spatial resolution.
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 1 

Figure 3: Sketch of fluxes partition in the Continuum model with the integration of the single modules. 2 

Two consecutive cells are illustrated. 3 

 4 

Fig. 3. Sketch of fluxes partition in the Continuum model with the integration of the single
modules. Two consecutive cells are illustrated.
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Figure 4 : Orba river location in north-west Italy. On the lower-left corner a zoom on the basin with 1 

the micro-meteorological stations. White squares represent the level gauges with rating curve black 2 

squares the level gauges without rating curve 3 

 4 

 5 
Fig. 4. Orba River location in North-West Italy. On the lower-left corner a zoom on the basin
with the micro-meteorological stations. White squares represent the level gauges with rating
curve black squares the level gauges without rating curve.
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Figure 5: Sensitivity analysis of the calibration parameters. ct and cf are the subsurface flow parameters 1 

while uh and uc are the overland and channel flow equations parameters.  2 

 3 

 4 

Fig. 5. Sensitivity analysis of the calibration parameters. ct and cf are the subsurface flow
parameters while uh and uc are the overland and channel flow equations parameters.
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Figure 6: Sensitivity analysis of the parameter Rf for the two considered outlet sections. The same 5 

period is shown with different y axis scales to highlight the differences for both high and low flows. 6 

 7 
Fig. 6. Sensitivity analysis of the parameter Rf for the two considered outlet sections. The
same period is shown with different y axis scales to highlight the differences for both high and
low flows.
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 8 

Figure 7: Comparison between observed and simulated hydrographs for the calibration period. 9 

Casalcermelli outlet section. 10 

 11 Fig. 7. Comparison between observed and simulated hydrographs for the calibration period.
Casalcermelli outlet section.
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Figure 8: Comparison between observed and simulated hydrographs for the calibration period. Tiglieto 12 

outlet section.  13 

 14 Fig. 8. Comparison between observed and simulated hydrographs for the calibration period.
Tiglieto outlet section.
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Figure 9: Comparison between observed and simulated hydrographs for the validation period. 15 

Casalcermelli outlet section.  16 

 17 Fig. 9. Comparison between observed and simulated hydrographs for the validation period.
Casalcermelli outlet section.
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 18 

Figure 10: Comparison between observed and simulated hydrographs for the validation period. Tiglieto 19 

outlet section. 20 

 21 Fig. 10. Comparison between observed and simulated hydrographs for the validation period.
Tiglieto outlet section.
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Figure 11: Comparison between satellite estimates and simulated LST. Average LST at basin scale. The 22 

graph refers to the period  from June 1st to December 31st 2009. 23 

 24 
Fig. 11. Comparison between satellite estimates and simulated LST. Average LST at basin
scale. The graph refers to the period from 1 June to 31 December 2009.
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 25 

Figure 12: Comparison between satellite estimates and simulated LST, mountain pixel. Graph refers to 26 

the period from June 1st to December 31st 2009. 27 

 28 
Fig. 12. Comparison between satellite estimates and simulated LST, Mountain Pixel. Graph
refers to the period from 1 June to 31 December 2009.
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 29 

Figure 13 Comparison between satellite estimates and simulated LST, hill pixel. Graph refers to the 30 

period from June 1st to December 31st 2009. 31 

 32 
Fig. 13. Comparison between satellite estimates and simulated LST, Hill Pixel. Graph refers to
the period from 1 June to 31 December 2009.
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 33 

Figure 14: Comparison between satellite estimates and simulated LST, flat pixel. Graph refers to the 34 

period from June 1st to December 31st 2009.  35 

 36 
Fig. 14. Comparison between satellite estimates and simulated LST, Flat Pixel. Graph refers to
the period from 1 June to 31 December 2009.
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Fig. 15. Comparison between satellite estimates and simulated LST for three periods belonging
to the validation period: from 1 June to 31 December 2009. Average LST at basin scale.
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Fig. 16. Same as Fig. 15 but for different sub-periods.
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Fig. 17. Simulated (continuous grey line) and satellite estimates (grey circles) LST plotted with
observed net radiation (continuous grey black line). The graphs represent the basin scale av-
erage values. A brief period of 6 days of June 2009 is shown.
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 47 

Figure 18: RMSE map layered over the DEM relief. The value for each pixel is calculated as the mean 48 

of the RMSE on the whole validation period. 49 

 50 
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 54 

Fig. 18. RMSE map layered over the DEM relief. The value for each pixel is calculated as the
mean of the RMSE on the whole validation period.
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